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Welcome to our 28-day Creative Mindfulness Challenge!
Remember to check out the blog for prompts through each section. (originally named 
#marchcreativemadness) And follow along with my daily 2-minute videos on 
Facebook or Instagram and tag or DM me with your own thoughts and creations! 
@shellysnowpordea or join our Facebook Group to get in the conversation.

This is a challenge that may take you out of your comfort zone, but it’s designed to 
help you recognize that you already create each day and in doing so will hopefully 
expand your creativity and connection with others. Allow a minimum of 15 minutes a 
day for thought, reflection, and creation. 
Recommended reading for this challenge: Big Magic and Braving the Wilderness.

Day ONE
I recognize that I am a creative type and I’m ready to expand my mindset around my 
own already-present daily creativity. Today I have something to say:

http://www.thecreativu.com/blog
https://www.facebook.com/shellysnowpordea/
https://www.instagram.com/shellysnowpordea/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TheCreativU/
https://www.amazon.com/Big-Magic-Creative-Living-Beyond/dp/1408881683/ref=sr_1_2%3Fcrid=2V960EHC7A1FX&dchild=1&keywords=big+magic+by+elizabeth+gilbert&qid=1584191475&sprefix=big+ma%252Caps%252C254&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Bren%25C3%25A9-Brown-Braving-Wilderness-%25E3%2580%25902018%25E3%2580%2591/dp/B07HK7ZCHR/ref=sr_1_3%3Fcrid=210RSQA6ESZBP&dchild=1&keywords=braving+the+wilderness&qid=1584191540&sprefix=braving%252Caps%252C198&sr=8-3
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Day TWO
Our environment

Things I like about my environment:

Ways I can create change in my environment:
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Day THREE
My Dreams

The dreams that drive me:

I can create a new approach to a dream I have neglected:
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Day FOUR
Creativity Scars

My favorite creative pastime in my childhood was:

I can create a link with that passion today by:
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Day FIVE
My Words Matter

I read/saw a mantra, poem, or story today and felt:

The story I want to create today:
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Day SIX
Listening

I remember a lesson I learned by listening to someone’s story:

I created an opportunity to listen to someone’s story:
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Day SEVEN
Our Senses–Taste

My favorite meal experience was:

I created a special mealtime today by:
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Day EIGHT
Our Senses–Sound

I create my story to sound like:

My favorite sounds are:
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Day NINE
Our Senses–Smell

A lasting memory I have involving aroma:

An experience I can create today involving aroma:
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Day TEN

Textures and feelings I enjoy:

I can create a moment of meaningful touch today:

Our Senses–Touch
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Day ELEVEN
Our Senses–Sight

My favorite thing to see or watch is:

A way I can create a visual experience today is:
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Day TWELVE
Our Senses–Intuition

A memory I have about intuition:

A way I can create space for my intuition:
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Day THIRTEEN
Inspiration

Something that inspires me:

A way I can create inspiration for myself or someone else today is:
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Day FOURTEEN
Inspiration–Heroes

I look up to someone because:

The kind of hero I want to create is:
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Day FIFTEEN

Inspiration–Music

My favorite music to listen to is:

I can use music in my creative environment by:
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Day SIXTEEN
Inspiration–Nature

My favorite memory in nature:

I can create using the inspiration I find in nature by:
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Day SEVENTEEN
Magic

My most magical memory:

I can create a magical moment today by:
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Day EIGHTEEN
Magic–Message In A Bottle

An unexplainable message I remember receiving as a child:

The message I’d create to send into the unknown:
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Day NINETEEN
Magic–Genie In A Bottle

My 3 wishes would be:

What I can create today to grant myself one wish:
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Day TWENTY
Magic–My Fairytale

The fairytale life I’ve dreamt of looks like:

One thing I can do today to create my fairytale life:
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Day TWENTY-ONE
Magic–Slaying Dragons

The dragons that revisit my life are:

I can create a weapon to slay my dragons:
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Day TWENTY-TWO
Color

My favorite color is ______________ because:

I can add color to my life today by creating:
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Day TWENTY-THREE
Color–Red Light

A red light I’m sensing in my life:

A pause I can create in my life today looks like:
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Day TWENTY-FOUR

Things that are slowing down for me:

A pace adjustment I can create today:

Color–Yellow Light
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Day TWENTY-FIVE
Color–Green Light

I’m going forward in these areas:

Ways I can create focus for my greenlight adventures:
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Day TWENTY-SIX
Seasons

This season of my life feels like:

I can create _____________  in this season:
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Day TWENTY-SEVEN
Seasons–Spring/Summer

The seasons of growth in my life teach me:

I can create growth in my life today by:
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Day TWENTY-EIGHT
Seasons–Fall/Winter

The colder seasons of letting go in my life teach me:

I can create a closer connection with my current season by:
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Compare your Day ONE notes with your Day TWENTY-EIGHT notes and celebrate 
any growth you observe. I would love to stay connected and hear how your creativity 
is expanding! Let’s keep the conversation going! Join me on  Facebook or Instagram! 

@shellysnowpordea and @thecreativu

A TIME OF REFLECTION

Thank you so much for joining our 28-day challenge! Take the time now to 
examine your mindset around creativity in your life.

I recognize that I am a creative type and I’m ready to expand my mindset 
around my own already-present daily creativity. Today I have something to say:

https://www.facebook.com/shellysnowpordea/
https://www.instagram.com/shellysnowpordea/
https://www.instagram.com/thecreativu/


@shellysnowpordea

@thecreativu

www.shellysnowpordea.com

www.thecreativu.com

https://www.instagram.com/shellysnowpordea/
https://www.instagram.com/thecreativu/
https://www.shellysnowpordea.com/
https://www.thecreativu.com/

